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Welcome to

Hachey Commons
By Terry Hokenson

It's official -soon we'll be grabbing
coffee between classes in Hachey Commons. While the formal dedication of
William Mitchell's student lounge to the
honor of Judge Ronald E, Hachey will
not take place until next semester, the
proposal has been approved unanimously
by both the Student Bar Association and
the Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees, as well as blessed by the Alum1
ni Association.
·

Professor Paul Marino

Actors at Law
The play revolves around the town's 4th
of July pageant - a re-creation of Gone
With the Wind. The role of Rhett Butler
in the pageant is given to a Black dentist
(a Viet Nam veteran) while the role of
Scarlett goes to the Black maid of a woman
who has played the part for the last 30
years.

By Jon Weitzman

Acting, as a profession, does not seem
to be something that a law-oriented individual would be interested in pursuing.
After all, everyone knows that actors are
strange people. II!Jhe old days, owners of
boarding houses would automatically reject actors as boarders.
Law, on the other hand, is a staid,
somewhat stuffy profession. (If you don't
believe me, just ask your old high school
and college chums.) Jokes that end with
"First we kill all the lawyers" notwithstanding, 'practice of the law has usually
been consideied a prestigious goal, while
acting is not something that quality people get into. Ask any Jewish mother if she
would proudly say "My son, the Hactor."
And yet, there may be connection between these disparate professions. There
are some people at William Mitchell who
would tell you that there is. For example,
there's Professor Marino, who says there's
a "certain amount of theater in teaching."
Professor Marino told me that he hadn't
really thought about getting into acting until he had a conversation with one of his
students after class one evening. The student described Marino's teaching technique as "theatrical" and, when Marino
showed some interest, told him to watch
the Sunday papers for announcements of
auditions.
Professor Marino was a little concerned
about auditions (he had never done one)
so, when he saw a notice announcing that
Theater in the Round was auditioning for
a comedy called Coup/Clucks, he decided
to -go to the theater and have a look. He
was told that he couldn't just watch but that
he could audition if he wished.
Since what they wanted was a cold
reading from the script instead of a pre-=pared monologue, Marino decided to try.
Several nights later the stage manager called and told him they wanted him for the
part of an old Ku Klux Klan member (now
the town drunk) living in a small town in
Alabama.

S.B.A. President Ted Dooley has
shepherded the idea from its inception.
(The original idea was George Soltero's.)
Dooley explained, ~The S.B.A. Board
wanted to honor him on behalf of the
students. He's been honored by the alumni and the trustees, and he deserves to
have a. memorial among the students.
They should know what this man has
done for them."
Dooley said that a special plaque to be
mounted in the new Hachey Commons is
being planned by the S.B.A. and the
Alumni Association.
Judge Hachey is familiar to mos! current students through his classrooJ!l pep
talks on behalf of the Phonathon. Since
the phone campaign started some five
years ago, student and staff volunteers
have raised $300,000 for the college.
Judge Hachey has been the chief
motivating force behind the annual campaigns.
Ted Dooley .himself won first place in
1983. But the amount he raised, he says,
is "nothing compared to what these guys
are doing now." Communication Center
Coordinator Joe Plante and student Joe
Crumley raised nearly $18;000 in pledges
each last year. Crumley credited Judge
Hachey with inspiring him to become
involved.
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Cynthia Long

Marino's big scene occurs in the second
act when a bunch of "Good Ole Boys"' are
planning a cross burning outside the den-tist's house. They'-re bumbling idiots (redneck ~tereotypes) and Marino, the only one
who had been in the Klan in the ~ood old
days, is giving instruction in Klan ritual.
The scene ends when the dentist comes out
brandishing an automatic rifle and scatters
them.

Judge Hachey's contributions to
William Mitchell started back in 1956,

when he began teaching a trial advocacy
course. He had been appointed to the Second Judicial District Bench in Ramsey
County the year before, and together his
judicial and teaching careers spanned
about 25 years.

S.B.tL President Ted !)ootey ·

Hachey was elected to the Board of
Trustees in 1970 and became president of
the Board in 1973. In 1976 he led the college through the purchase and move to its
present campus. Hachey retired from the
Bench in 1979, from teaching and his
Board presidency in 1980. Upon his retirement as president, the trustees made
him president emeritus and honorary
chairman of the board. He then became
the college's first director of alumni affairs. Shortly thereafter, the Phonathons
were born.
Judge Hachey's contributions to the
college, the law and the community
throughout his career have been substantial and they continue. Today Hachey
focuses his deep and overriding sense of
community service in his efforts to involve alumni in active and financial support of the college.
Hachey traces his own commitment to
Continued on page

Professor Marino was not worried about
speaking before an audience (we're much
tougher, he says), but he had never done
it from a script. The only thing he was really concerned about was the ease with
which the director could see him as a §
60-year-old drunk. (He says he saw b
himself more as the Rhett Butler type.) 'i
0

The play went well and when the four~
week run (twelve performances) was over,
,

Co-,,tinued on page 6
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Judge Hachey cheers on the Phonathon volunteers.
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Freeze your tuition at t.oday s low price with a $50 down
payment on any future M:inn@Sdt.a Bar ReviewjBRI cmrrse. This
down payment is transferable to other BRI states if you decide
to take another stat.e's bar exam. The down payment also
entitles you to a set of used outlines to help you prepare for law
school exams.
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Minnesota Bar Review/ BRI, Inc.
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TAX REFORM 1986-AND YOU!
By Jon Weitzman

On August 16, 1986, the House-Senate
Conference Committee approved an
agreement which will be come the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. This. is the most
comprehensive revision of United States
tax laws since 1954, and this substantial
a change has not happened since the income tax was enacted in 1913. The revision is supposed to change the structure
of the tax system and who pays the taxes,
but it not supposed to change the overall
level of taxes collected.
The agreement includes a large reduction in individual income tax rates, reducing the top rate from 50% to 28% and increasing personal , ~xemptions from
$1,080 to $2,000 by 1989. This rate reduction is expected to reduce federal
revenues from the tax on individuals, and
is thought to be offset by an increase in
corporate income taxes.
The agreement affects almost everyone. The purpose of this article is to summarize some of the most important points
from the over-900 page conference
agreement that may affect us directly as
students and future attorneys., The article
will not attempt to explain every provision in detail or to describe all the tax
planning steps we might take or recommend to our future clients. It is intended
only to discuss some of the, significant
aspects of what is to be the new tax law
as it affects the individual taxpayer.

For taxable year 1987, this deduction
will be $3,800 on a joint return and
$2,570 for an unmarried taxpayer. In
1988, it will be $5,000 on a joint return
and $3,000 for the single taxpayer. The
effect is that, in 1988, for example, a
married couple with income of $5,000 or
less will pay no tax.

will still be deductible unless the taxpayer
or spouse is an active participant in an
employer-sponsored re~irement plan ·and
had adjusted gross income (~fore the
IRA deduction) of more that $50,000 on
a joint return (or $35,000 for a single taxpayer). Between $40,000 and $50,000
($25,000 to $35,000 for single taxpayer)
the maximum amoi.mt that can be deducted will be phased out.

Personal Exemptions
The 1986 personal exemption amount
Photo courtesy of WMCL Public Relations
of $1,080 is increased to $1,900 for
1987, ·$1,950 for 1988, and $2,000 for
1989. Beginning in 1988, taxpayers with
income over a certain level will lose the
be~efit of the personal e~emption. This is
accomplished by imposing another 5 %
surcharge (or continuing the one described above) for variable ranges of taxable income above the upper limits of the
ranges in which taxpayers lose the effect
of the 15% tax bracket (see above). The
upper limit of the range over which this
surtax applies increases $11,200 for each
exemption claimed. Although these adjustments may sound complicated, the
IRS will supply taxpayers with tables that have the phase-out built in. Those _students living at home will be interested to
Professor Jenn_ifer Brooks
know that, beginning in 1987, a taxpayer
The rate brackets are fixed for 1987 and
who can be claimed as a dependent on his
apparently, for 1988. Beginning in 1989,
or her parent's return will no longer be
however, tax rate brackets and e.ersonal
allowed a personal exemption.
'exemption amount (see below) will be adjusted annually by inflation as they have
Repeal of Income Averaging
been in the past.
After December 31, 1986, taxpayers
Individual Tax Rates
will no longer be able to use income
Standard Deduction
The agreement reduces the top indi- averaging to calculate their tax liability.
The zero bracket amount of present law
vidual statutory tax rate from the present
will be replaced with a standard deduction,
50% to 28 % in 1988, and institutes a sin- Individual Retirement Accounts
which a taxpayer can use instead of itemizgle lower tax-bracket rate of 15 %. 1
Contributions of up to $2,000 to IRAs
ing deductions. This change has no
transitional tax rate .table will apply in
1987.
Beginning in 1988, taxpayers with taxable income over a certain amount (between $71,900 and $149,250 for married
filing jointly and between $43,150 and
$89,560 for the unmarried taxpayer) will
"lose the benefit of the 15% tax rate on
lower amounts of income. This will be
accomplished by a 5 % surcharge on that
income, thus ~ffectively subjecting all
taxable income to a flat 28 %. This can be
thought of as a third U\X bracket, of 33 %,
that applies only until the 15 % rate is
phased out.
Kelly's "Real War" is happening presentBy Rick Bishop
The rate brackets are fixed for 1987
Recent developments in Nicaragua point ly in the Third World. It unfolds in the
and apparently, for 1988. Beginning in to the involvement of the National Securi- Philippines, Angola and principally in
1989, however, tax rate brackets and per- ty Council in organizing a private network Central America. This is a different kind
sonal exemption amount (see below) .will to supply contra rebeis in violation'ofU.S. of warfare, which U.S. military strategists
be adjusted annually by inflation as they law and the decrees of Congress.
call "low-intensity conflict." Though the
have been in the past.
Contrary to what the administration United States is deadly serious about winclaims, and of little knowledge to its citi- ning this war, its real nature, as well as
Standard Deduction
zens, the U.S. may indeed be involved in its origins,, remain largely_invisible to the
The zero bracket amount of present law
U.S. public.
warfare.
will be replaced with a standard deducWaspi.!Jgton's ability to contro! events in
John Michael Kelly, Deputy Assistant
tion, which a taxpayer can use instead of
Central
America, by force and/or by other
itemizing deductions. -This change has no Secretary, U.S. Air Force; has said, "lfwe
means,
is
still crucial to its image of power
substantive effect - it is merely a differ- ever reach the point of shooting it out with
throughout
the world.
ent label that accomplishes the same conventional Red Army formations, we
For U.S. strategists the current war in
result of shielding very low income per- already will have lost. What we are talking about here ,is the real war."
Central America has become an 'important
sons fr<>fil tax.

~-_,.~___,,.
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substantive effect - it is merely a different label that accomplishes the same rtsult
of shielding very low income persons from
tax.
For taxable year 1987, this deduction
will be $3,800 on a joint return and $2,570
for an unmarried taxpayer. In 1988, it will
be $5,000 on a joint return and $3,000 for
the single taxpayer. The effect is that, in
1988, for example, a married couple with
income of $5,000 or less will pay no tax.

Personal Exemptions
The 1986 personal exemption amount of
$1,080 is increased to $1,900 for 1987,
$1,950 for 1988, and $2,000 for 1989.
Beginning in 1988, taxpayers with income
over a certain level will lose the benefit of
the personal exemption. This is accomplished by impos~ng another 5 % surcharge (or continuing the one described
abo_ve) for variable ranges_of taxable income above the upper limits of the ranges
in which taxpayers lose the effect of the
15% tax bracket (see above). The upper
limit of the range over which this surtax
applies increases $11,200 for each exemptiov claimed. Although these adjustments
may sound complicated, the IRS will supply taxpayers with tables that have the
phase-out built in. Those students living at
home will be interested to know that,
beginning in 1987, a taxpayer. who can be
claimed as a dependent on his or her
parent's return will no longer be allowed
a personal exemption.
Repeal of Income Averaging
After December 31, 1986, taxpayers
will no longer be able to use income
Continued on page 5

Law and War in

·- Central America
testing ground for advanced models of
low-intensity conflict. The war the United
States is fighting there today to defeat a
new generation of revolutionary
movements.
Low-intensity conflict requires a radical
departure from conventional military
,thinking. Its name comes from its place on
the "intensity spectrum: of warfare, which
scales from civil disorders, through conventional warfare, to nuclear destruction.
The traditional military defines· lowintensity conflicts as those which require
less resources, less manpov,ver and cause
fewer casualties than conventional war.
Continued oTt page 4
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OPINION EDITOR,
BUSINESS MANAGER
POSITIONS OPEN

)

Opinion editor Terry Hokenson will
step down after the December issue,
the last issue of the fall semester.
The editor traditionally has received
up to a one-half tuition waiver from
the S.B.A. Responsibilities include.
overall coordination of the production
and distribution process. This involves
working with the staff to plan each
issue, recruit writers and photographers, edit copy, -plan advertising
strategy, arrange typesetting, printing .
and distribution, and other duties.
The business manager position is
open effective immediately. Tuition
waiver is negotiable with the editorial
staff, but has been as much as one-half
tuition, Duties include selling advertising space, paying bills, keeping accounts, etc.
Interested students should submit
letters of application to the Opinion
box in the Communication Center giving pertinent qualifications, year in
school, time available for the job,
phone numbers, etc.
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of the College community. The Opinion
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publication's contents. opinions expressed in
this publication do not reflect the opinions of
William Mitchell College of Law, its
employees, or the Board of Trustees unless
specifically authorized by and attributed to
them.
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Letter to the Opinion
I was kicked out of William
Mitchell Law Library for
attempting to carry in a can of
Diet Coke.
The very next morning I
followed immediately behind a
library staff person ·entering the
library carrying a drink in each
hand.

I- am also aware that faculty

and staff carry .food and drink up
and down the hall of the library
on third floor.
Apparently, even within a
family, one person's food and
trash attract bugs and rodents
while other members are not
afflicted with this problem.
-Phyllis Kirwin

other forms of power and persuasion than
the
military. Low-intensity conflict is "a
Law and War
complex,
multi-level, and multi-dimenContinued from page 3
sional problem which has its roots in
However, low-intensity conflict is not change . . . . The initiative rests with
less of the same thing, nor just a step to those who can influence or exploit the
real conflict.
process of change," write U.S. Army
"This kind of conflict is more accurate- Majors Donald Morelli and Michael Ferly described as revolutionary and. coun- guson in November 1984 Military
terrevolutionary warfare," explains Col. Review.
John Waghelstein, currently commander
Victory in a low-intensity conflict can
of the Anny's Seventh Special Fortes. He be best measured by "avoidance of certain
. cautions that the term "low-intensity" is outcomes, or by attitudinal changes in a
deceiving, as it describes the level of target group," as reported in a strategic
· violence strictly · from a · military study by Robert Kupperman Associates
vi~wpoint.
for the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
This type of. conflict, Waghelstein Command. Morelli and Ferguson further
iirgues, involves "political, economic,' emphasize that ". . . the direct assistance
and psychological warfare, with the mili- of the United States may be required, and
tary being a distant fourth in many cases." planning for that eventuality must be conCol. Waghelstein provides the most open tinuous and thorough .... However, if
response given by a U.S. official in the-- we must commit U.S. forces to combat in
January 1985 issue of Military Re-view, a low-intensity situation, we have lost the
declaring that low-intensity conflict "is strategic initiative."
total war at the grassroots level."
The doctrine of low-intensity conflict
The concept requires more emphasis on has evolved as a U.S. response to the
P.lge 4
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Errata
The editor regrets the omission of
several photo credits in the October issue.
Pat O'Donnell took the photos of Prof.
Eric Janus, the Opinion staff, and the
hairy-faced student. Angelo Gentile of the
college public relations office kindly supplied the photo of Prof. Mike Steenson.

growing challenge of revolutionary
movements in the Third World. Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger calls this
"the most immediate threat to free world
security for the rest of the century" 'in his
1986 Defense Department Report to
Congress.
The Central American crisis as viewed
by the U.S. public as "another Vietnam"
assumes that the U.S. build-up was the
prelude to troop landings in El Salvador
or a full-scale invasion of Nicaragua.
Fears of "another Vietnam" in Central
America stem from , a failure to understand deviations in U.S. military strategy
during the Vietnam war.
The "hawk" view was not a single position. There were two camps; the military
confrontation view and the political confrontation· view. In the latter, the difference between two social systems
(Democracy and Communism) is reinforced by targeting civilian populations
with a combination of military force, economic pressure, psychological warfare
and other means, and attempts to destroy

0--Professional Executive Search for
Legal Talent
D Recruit locally or nationally thru
our over 200 independent affiliates ·
1129 Plymouth Bldg.
Mpls, MN 55401
(612) 333-1131

the enemy's political and · social structures. Some of these initiatives -become
more clear to the U.S. public in light of
recent disclosures of the U.S. disinformation campaign against Libya.
The political confrontation view was
labeled as "counterinsurgency" in Vietnam. Among the basic arguments about
strategy espoused by new generation
counterinsurgents is the claim that the
"United States cannot act alone; in fact,
using U.S. combat troops is likely to
significantly decrease the chance of
victory.
"It is ultimately the role of local forces
to win their own population. The United
States should, however, train and '.clean
up' client forces so that abuses and corruption do not alienate the population
from nation-building, and it should control and direct the non-military aspects of
the war.
"The United States needs regional
strategies to deal with regional conflicts.
Continued on page 8

Tax Reform -1986
Continued from page 3

averaging to calculate their tax liability.
Individual Retirement Accounts
Contributions of up to $2,000 to IRAs
will still·be deductible unless the taxpayer
or spouse is an active participant in an
employer-sponsored retirement plan and
had adjusted gross income (before the IRA
deduction) of more that $50,000 on a joint
return (or $35,000 for a single taxpayer).
Between $40,000 and $50,000 ($25,000 to
$35,000 for single taxpayer) the maximum
amount that can be deducted will be phased out.
Consumer Interest Deductions
Other than interest on loans secured by
the taxpayer's principal or second residence
(up to the purchase price plus improvements), all deductions for consumer
interest expense will be disallowed. Some
of the types of interest expense not allowed which might affect most students include interest on automobile loans, installment purchases, educational loans, and
credit card interest incurred for personal
expenses. Many taxpayers will, therefore,
find it to their advantage to borrow as
much as possible when purchasing a home.
This limitation on interest deductions is effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1986.

Changes in Other Deductions
(All effective after December 31, 1986
unless otherwise noted.)
The floor for the itemized deduction of
unreimbursed medical expenses is- increased from 5 % of adjusted gross income
to 7 .5 %. (A "floor" is the amount below
which no deduction may be taken.)
Itemized deductions for state and local
sales taxes are repealed.
Most business expenses of an employee
will be deductible only to the extent that,
in the aggregate, they exceed 2 % of the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income.
The deduction for charitable contributions made by individuals who do not
. itemize their deductions (and about 65 %
of us don't) will be eliminated.
Unreimbursed moving expenses will be
an itemized deduction (subject to the 2 %
floor) instead of a deduction made in computing adjusted gross income.
Two-earner married couples will no
longer be allowed a deduction basdl on the
earned income of the lower-earning
spouse.
No deduction will be allowed for costs
associated with the business use of ahome
in the case of an employee who rents a portion of the home to the employer. An independent contractor is treated as an
employee and the party for whom he provides services is treated as an ·employer for

1988 Rate Table
Married Filing Jointly
Taxable Income
0-$29,750
Over 29,750

Unmarried Taxpayers
Rate
15%
28%

Taxable Income
0-$17,850
Over $17,850

Rate
15%
28%

1987 Rate Table
Married Filing Jointly

Unmarried Taxpayers

Rate

Taxable Income
0-$3,000
$3,000-$28,000
$28,000-$45,000

11 %
15%
28%
35 '{,

$45,000-$90,000

Over $90,000

purposes of this rule. Other home office
deductions will be limited to the amount
of the gross income from the activity
reduced by all .other deductible expenses
attributable to the activity.
,
:rito deduction f& a nonbusiness casualty loss will be allowed unless a timely insurance claim is filed.
Estimated Tax
The required estimated tax payments for

Rate

Taxable Income
0-$1,800
$1,800-$16,000
$16,000-$27,000
$27 ,000-$54,000
Over 54,000

11%
15%
28%
35%
38.5%

individual taxpayers are increased from
80% to 90% of the current year's tax
liability.
Scholarship and Fellowship/
Grant Exclusion
Under present law, a tax paying student
can exclude from gross income any
amounts received as a scholarship or fellowship grant. The new law will limit the
exclusion for degree candidates to the
Continued on page 7
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Handling Stress
·in Law School
By Kathy Burke Moore

Have you ever had one of those days?
You are rushing to get to class on time and
the traffic on I-94 is moving at 40 m.p.h.?
You are called on to recite in class and it's
,the only case you didn't have time to read?
You stop at the pharmacy to pick up your
prescription and they lock up as you approach the door?
When your partner asks you how your
day was~ does he get an earful, including
what he could have done but didn't that
made your day all the worse?
Sound familiar? A scene such as this
may be a sign that the stress of law school
is having an effect on you.
Dr. John V. Austin, who has an outpatient psychotherapy practice in St. Paul and
does stress management workshops
throughout Minnesota, states that we all
need .stress in order to function. Stress
helps us get up in the morning, he says,
protect ourselves from dangers, and get
projects done on time. What we want to
avoid is distress- an excess of stress.

"People need to stop and
change tlteir lives."
Dr. Austin points out that there's a belief
in higher education, especially legal education, "that it is necessary to put people
under extreme stress in order to properly
educate them. If you can handle stress in
the classroom, you will be able to handle
it in practice."
The law school dean at the university he
attended would boast about the well-worn
path from the law school to the university
counseling center. Austin doubts that
utilizing such a philosophy actually does
better educate students, but as long as law
students have to function in a stress-filled
environment, they need to be able to
recognize and manage stress.
When it comes to recognition, most law
students seem quick to admit that they're
often stressed out. Bob, a married, secondyear student with two children and a fulltime job, tells of trouble sleeping and loss
of patience when dealing with his children.
Susan, a single; second year student admits that she is constantly hungry and so
eats more when under stress. Nancy, a
married , third-year student with a
preschool child realizes she is stressed
when she feels the urge to run away from

·. TYPING SERVICES
Briefs, memos, etc.
90 WPM Accuracy
Reasonable Rates
Typist has a Legal· Background

Mike: 489-3961
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it all - school, her' husband, and her
daughter.
The common symptoms that indicate ali ·
in4ividual is under stress include: loss of
concentration, sleeplessness, frequent
physical complaints (headaches, stomach
pains), irritability' impatience, confusion,
fatigue,
changes in ~ting patterns.
Dr. C.L. Moore, director of Pediatric
& Family Psychology Center's in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Fridley, says "People usually recognize that they're stressed
but don't do anything about it. They can
identify the symptoms in themselves but
don't realize that that symptom maybe only one factor in _the stress syndrome."
Dr. Moore identifies three major causes
of the stress syndrome. One case is too
many responsibilities. A person feels overwhelmed by those responsibilities and
doesn't feel she has sufficient time to complete them to the best of her ability.
A second cause is perfection. The person strives for perfection ·in everything and
won't share responsibility even when overburdened. Third is self-expectations. The
person feels he is not living up to his
expectations - which maybe beyond the
limits of a time frame. For example, trying to do a three day job in one.
Dr. Loma Anderson, a licen&¢ consulting psychologist in private practice in
Highland Park who specializes in women's
issues, expands on the third cause of stress
in a woman's situation. "Women's selfexpectations are different from men's
because of their training and society's expectations. Women are taught to put
themselves last and family first. Women
continue to be the primary caretaker of the
children and the home, so they are often
actually working harder and longer than
men." The added responsibilities of a home
and family make women "more prone to
stress."

and

The stress that law students ;ire experiencing is not only affecting them - it
is affecting the people around them. Dr.
Moore explains, "Usually a spouse or significant other will recognize stress in his
partner initially because he sees it affect
the relations]:iip. The person with stress
becomes consumed with completing her

responsibilities and withdraws from the '
relationship. And when things go wrong,
she takes out her frustrations and irritations on that partner."
Paula, the wife of a third-year student,
knows her husband's ~tress is building
when he gets crabbier, distracted and
loses tact. Mark, who is in the third year
of a relationship with a second-year student, notes how the frequency of their
conflicts increase during the school year.
And Don, who is married to a third-year
student, says the characteristics that helps
his wife be a successful student - intelligence, aggression, competitiveness
- intensify when she is under stress.
That intensity is often directed his way.

What we want to avoid
is distress
an excess of
stress.
Dr. Austin discussed the changes that a
relationship under stress goes through.
"There will be obvious changes, like the
person is not home as much, therefore not
doing her share of household duties. Also
more subtle changes occur. The person is
emotionally distracted from her partner.
She no longer provides the same amount
of encouragement or support to him.
She's not as sensitive to the needs of
others." These changes can be very trying
on the-relationship, he said.
If excessive stress goes untreated it
may lead to a number of problems in the
relationship and otherwise. Dr. Moore
notes clinical depression and exacerbation of physical complaints as frequent
results of one's inability to handle stress.
"Stress may also lead to chemical
dependency because people are seeking
to alleviate their frustrations and capture
some sense of relaxation. And if marital
conflicts brought on by stress increase,
separation or divorce may result."
To prevent stress from causing major
health or relationship problems, a person
must learn to manage it. Dr. Austin ex-

!BE.

plains, "Stress management is not a process to eliminate stress, but to find a level
of stress that works for you."
Dr. Moore urges, "People need to stop
and change their · lives. They need to
reassess their priorities, let some things
go and build iii leisure time. Along with
more leisure time people may need to
change their diets, exercise habits, sleeping patterns and learn how to express
their feelings in adaptive ways. Talk to
your partner about your feelings of
frustratic:m over not being able to achieve
certain goals instead of arguing with her
about things that ar~ inconsequential."
Dr. Anderson advises, "Take time
everyday to do nothing. Try to make it at
least half an hour and stare into space,
meditate, or listen to relaxing music. This
half hour of 'being time' should be a
priority."
Dr. Moore says, "The bottom line is
that people need to reorganize their Jives
and take charge of their responsibilities
instead of letting their responsibilities
take charge of them. Therapeutic techni- .
ques such as self-hypnosis and other
relaxation techniques help an individual
take control of his goals in a more healthy
and productive manner."
Dr. Austin concluded with his favorite
piece of advice, "Don't just do something,
stand there."
D

Actors at Law
Continued from page 1

an agent for non-union actors called him
to audition for a commercial. He didn't get
the part but he has, been to several auditions since, landing a small part as on.e of
the Dutch Masters in a training film. He _
is currently rehearsing for a multicharacter part in Bertolt Brecht's Galileo
at Theater in the Round. For those who
want to see him, the play's run is Fridays,
Saturdays, and Sundays from October 17
through November 7.
Cynthia Long is a fourth-year student
who will be graduating next May. Those
of you who saw her in last year's talent
show know that her area of acting expertise is stand-up comedy, probably the most
difficult type of "acting" there is.
Cynthia's first comedy appearance was
at a William Mitchell fundraiser in her second year, although she had been a "comedy theater groupie" for the past five years.
Continued on page 9
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working adult, student. or anyone on a ti_ght schedule, MUSTANG 's ou'lpattenl treatment program has been designed for you. The program is
buitt around day and evf?ning group therapy ~f?SSions_ _ .plus one-to-onecounseling sessions that are set up f9r your convenience.
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Tax Reform-1986
Continued from page 5

amount actually required for tuition, fees,
books, supplies, and equipment for instruction at the educational institution. Any
amount in excess of this total or designated
for other purposes, such as room and board
or non-required memberships, will not be
excludable. The new law will also repeal
the exclusion of scholarship amounts for
nondegree candidates and for that portion
of any grant conditioned on the performance of past, present, or future services:
The new rules will apply to scholarships
or fellowships granted after September 25,
1985.

Other Deduction Provisions/That May
Affect Us
The agreement also:
• repeals the partial exclusion of unemployment compensation benefits (effective in 1987);
• allows the Residential Energy Credit to
expire as of December 31, 1985;
~ repeals the tax cr!;Xiit for political contributions (effective in 1987).
Investments and Tax -Shelters
The agreement will repeal the net capital_ gain exclusion for individuals. The effect of this change is that the maximum tax
on capital gains of individuals, estates and
trusts will increase from 20 % to 28 %.
The $100 dividend exclusion for individuals ($200 for a married couple filing
jointly) will be repealed.
The deduction for investment interest
,will be limited to the amount of net investment income for the year. Interest subject to the limitation will include all investment interest under current law, plus interest expense attributable to a limited
business interest, such as a limited partnership interest, or an interest as a lessor
in a net lease.
The agreement also :
• Modifies the tax shelter ratio computa~
tion for tax shelter registration to reflect
the agreement's top statutory rate of
28%;
,
• Increases the penalty for failure to include a tax shelter's registration number
on a return;
• Increases the maximum penalty for
failure to maintain a list of investors in
a potentially abusive tax shelter;
• Repeals the investment tax credit for
corporations, effective for property
placed in service after December 31,
1985.
Penalties
The new law will increase the penalty
for a substantial understatement of tax
liability from 10 % to 20 % of the amount
of the underpayment of tax attributable to
the understatemel).t-, for returns to after
December 31, 1986. The rules on negligence and fraud penalties will also change
so that failure to report any income will
be treated as oue to negligence without
clear and convincing evidence to the contrary. Negligence generally results in a
penalty of 5 % of the deficiency. The fraud
penalty will be increased from 50% to 75%
of the deficiency due to fraud.
Under present law, the penalty for fail-

u,re to pay tax is 1/2 of 1 % of the unpaid
amount per month, not to exceed 25 % in
the aggregate for the tax return. The new
law will increase the perialty to 1 % for
each month after the IRS notifies the taxpayer that it will levy upon the taxpayer's
asset.s. A person who . fails to file a tax
return can be subject to both the 5 % a
month penalty for such failure (not to exceed 25 %) and the penalty for failure to
pay tax.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 is supposed to be more comprehensive, include
more income and redµce deductions. The
new law is also supposed to be revenue
neutral. The bill has been praised as be~
ing more fair than the current tax laws.

earners are bearing a heavier proportion
of the tax than they should. Professor
Brooks is also concerned that the bill may
not eradicate the loopholes even while it
lowers the tax rate for the very wealthy.
Loopholes will still be there, but they will _
be different loopholes.
In the area of interest deductions, Professor Brooks believes that people who
understand the law will be able to take advantage of the housing interest deductions
if they have a large amount of equity from
a lwge down payment. Some banks are
even coming out with lines of credit
·secured by _mortgage loans which means
that consumer-type credit will be deductible if secureg by a mdngage. ·

Professor Jennifer Brooks, however, is
concerned that this may -not be true. She
states that the tax bur-dens that wilf result
may not be as equitably distributed as they
should be. The shifting of the tax burdens
may mean that middle and low income

The bill will pr-obably distort taxpayer
behavior. Any time ilew rules are enacted,
people change behavior to avoid the effects
of the rules. These cha,riges in behavior
may result in some surprises for the
legislators. Only time will tell.

Professor Brooks predicts that there will
be a technical corrections bill within the
next year and that there will be substantial
revisions in the individual income tax in
the next year or ~o. Her overall opinion
of the Tax Reform Act is.that it is very difficult for a political process to produce a
Cf;)m.pletely rational income tax. There are
still ~forms that need to be made.
D
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~For Over 75 years WA Lang Co.
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believed there was always a more
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'
"In fact, today we sometimes
show clients that the best protection
isn't insurance at all. For, in
addition to being insurance brokers,
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Law and War
Continued from page 4

It must deny the enemy political and military sanctuary in neighboring theaters,
while 'going to the source' of the regional
conflict. And finally, this kind of warfare
must seek to win the support of the U.S."
The United States lost' the Vietnam
war. The defeated U.S. military· hurried
to place the blame: the press lost the war;
the public lost the war, the politicians lost
the war, the South Vietnamese lost the
war. Military officials who had killed a
million Asians, and turned half the Vietnamese countryside into a barren moonscape, even claimed they had lost because
they were "not allowed to fight."
In the wholesale correction of history
that followed, the consensus was that
"counterinsurgency didn't work" and ·was
now irrelevant. The next wave of Third
World revolution together with the birth
of the U.S. Right brought the lessons of
Vietnam under closer scrutiny.
The triwnph of the ·sandinista's in
Nicaragua in 1979 alarmed Washington.
The Right was unprepared for "another
Cuba" so close to home. The
revolution
'
.
by the Sandinista s, an upri~ing of indige~
nous nationalism, showed that the U.S.
strategy for .counterrevolution was in
need of a complete change.
Today, the proponents of low-intensity
conflict are enjoying a political climate in
which their i_deas can flourish. They must
influence key decision-makers in the
security establishments of their foreign
·,'

allies. They must complement this effort what the administration calls "terrorism" involvement in the conflicts of other nations. This gives "political" warfare an
with a full-scale attempt to rally the U.S. in the Third World.
public behind the policy.
The Reagan Doctrine, while admittedly entirely new name. "Revolutionary
While military build-up in unconven- drawing on the experiments of the past, is democracy," as the Reagan administrational warfare capability continues, the quantitatively different from its predeces- tion espouses, is an ideological struggle
intelligence community has undergone sors. Reagan's innovation is to provide designed to prove that the United States is
similar expansion. The CIA has rehired open backing for paramilitary insurgents capable of exporting counterrevolution.
hundreds of covert action experts lost or "freedom fighters" against a series of Secretary of State George Shultz, . in an
during the Carter years, and strengthened . established Third World governments address to the Commonwealth Club of
its position. within the national security _" while simultaneously waging counterin- San Francisco, February l985; further
estabiishment, recovering prestige as surgency campaigns against left-wing stated that the United States has not only
the means, but also the will and the moral
guerrilla movements.
well as influence.
Reagan . has most recently given his and legal right to do so.
It has also developed its own army, a
Continued on page 9
secret and unconventional forc:e of soJ:- "stamp of approval" to American civilian
diers, mercenaries and gueqilla warfare
specialists. This vast expansion of the
CIA's. paramilitary assets, together with_ ,.
resources supplied by friendly third countries, has permitted it to move into areas
that go way beyond traditional intelligence-gathering or limited tactical
operations.
The United States is now able to take
the strategic initiative in low-intensity
·As you well know, one ol lhe slfddeal problems a divorcing couple laces is lhe dislrihullon of assets- both liquid
conflicts, and conduct guerrilla warfare
and non-liquid. Miller Morlgage Company can help your
against established governments-the
clienls aellle !heir real eslale problema. Mlller bas lowshooting down of an American-backed
lnleresl Second Mortgage money available so that a
military supply pla,ne being the most· respouse can remain in the di voicing couple' a home and
cent e;x:ample.
the olhercanhave lheir share of Iha built-up equity to itarl
ltesh .•. without elfeclualing an unnece11&ary sale. Miller
The U.S. is ,-combining all of these.
Morlgag_e wiU gel yom client1 lhe mon,=tr lhey need quickly.
elements to re-establish political contrp.l .
· No hassles. ~o delar1.
·
in the Third World. Time magµine has
characterized the birth of the so-:eailed
Call Miller Mortgage CompanyReagan Doctrip.e as a "global off~nsive
We'te !ere lo !elp!
against communism at the fringe:; ~f the
Soviet Empire." This doctrine, outlined
1000 Co,ri, A••••• Mlnnoopoll, Mil
by the President and by Secretary of State
George Shultz in 1984, places "Soviet imperialism" squarely behind instability and
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ment services and responsive claims handling.
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a say in management with coverages developed by specifically for yourself, you'd probably end up with
lawyers to respond to your needs.
one just like MLM's. Your State Bar Association has
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·
Reasonable price. Being owned by members means
we keep profit margins to a minimum. Costs will stay Find out what MLM can do for you. Contact Dawn
Doering at (612) 341-4530.
as low as sound financial management allows.
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Hachey Commons
Continued from page 1

the college in large part to his experience
as an evening stu4ent trying to finish law
school during World War II. The dean
and the other full-time instructor took a
cut in pay, and adjunct professors taught
without pay, in order to provide a summer semester so that drafted students
could be sworn in to the bar before entering military service. "When people ask
my why rm still here, I tell them that
story," he says.
D

The author took biographical information about Judge Hachey from Joe
Sokolowski's article in the Summer 1982
edition of Alumni News and Betty Bear's
cover story in the June 1985 edition of
William Mitchell Magazine. The italicized tributes are from Betty Bear's article.

"I have known Ron Hachey since he was
first appointed to the Bench and after a
spendid career on the Bench; he has virtually dedicated his life to the law school.
His enthusiasm and dynamism has been a
major factor in arousing alumni interest
and support for the school. I am sure that
his ties with the law school will not terminate with his 'technical' retirement. We
are all indebted to him for his work.
The Hon. Warren E. Burger, '3-1
Chief J:ustice of the United States
"Judge Hachey has epitomized for me
the fundamental fairness that the law
,must have. Each person in his courtroom,
ef whatever color or sex or persuasion or
station, was treated with respect. Once in
the course of a criminal trial, when the
prosecuting attorney had made reference
to the black leather jacket the defendant
was wearing, Judge Hachey leaned over
the bench and said, gravely, 'Counsel,
maybe those are the only clothes he has. '"
The Hon. Rosalie E. Wahl, '67
Associate Justice Minnesota
Supreme Court

board member, and finally as our first
director of alumni relations. "
Melvin B. Goldberg
Acting Dean (1985)
William Mitchell College of Law

Actors at Law
Continued from page 1

Since she started performing, she's been
appearing primarily in cabarets, such as
Scully's Cabaret at St. Stephen's School at
22nd and Clinton in Minneapolis, where
she11 be appearing again on November 22.
Those of you who have, and those who
have not, seen her should definitely try to
be there. She's very funny! She plans to
make the transition to open stages within
the next six months.
Cynthia told me tl!.at comedy is a real
challenge - you have to open up and
reveal yourself to the audience. Still, she
loves the kick she gets from working an
audience, their laughter and applause is instant gratification, which is different from
the delayed gratification you get from the
practice of law. She knows about both
because, while finishing up her last year
at law school, Cynthia has been working
as a student attorney for Ramsey County.
(She defines a student attorney as a "fake
lawyer who doesn't get paid m1,1ch. ") She
represents mothers in paternity and child
support cases for the ·c ounty:

an~

old. He has been a professional actor since
he was 14 when he performed for Theater
in the Trunk, a children's theater troupe of
eight who performed scripted skits around
props in a large trunk. The skits, for which
the actors were paid $150 a week, were
videotaped. for libraries.

would recommend acting as an experience
for lawyers and students. He would like
to find a way to bring the type of experiences he's had to William Mitchell.
Lawyers are talkers as well as writers. The
school has a legal writing class, but Jio
legal speaking class. "We don't focus on
the use of the voice as an instrument of
communication," says Marino.
What do you. think? If you would like
to see voice training at William Mitchell
College of Law, leave anote to that effect
in the Opinion mailbpx in the Communications Center or let your SBA rep know.
Professor Marino says it would be easy to
set something up with the Theater in the
Round corporation or another local group.
Maybe if enough of us are interested, we
could get something going.
D

Between the ages of 18 and 22, Don did
radio commercials for County Seat, joined AFTRA (an actor's union), attended
Macalester as an economics major, played
a major role in that school's production of
Cyrano de Bergerac, and did some comedy work at Theater in the Round and Park
Square Theater. He then auditioned at
Brandeis in Boston and was one of twelve
accepted (out of 600 who auditioned) for
the two-year masters program in .theater.
After completing work at Brandeis
(which included eight shows a year), Don
worked summer stock in Pennsylvania and
New England (a lot of Shakespeare) and,
Continued from page 8
in 1982, decided to go to New York to attack Broadway. Unfortunately, Broadway
In the tradition of Nixon and the poliwon and Don spent most of his time work- tics of the Right, the .Reagan administraing temporary jobs in law offices while ·tion has chosen to interpret, manipulate,
starving.
and circumvent United States law and the
Returning to the Twin Cities in 1985, . decrees of Congress to further their
Don decided to go to law school because goals. It becomes mperative that the
of his experiences as a temp and because citizens of the United States and especialhis older brother is an attorney here. ly we, as future espousers and caretakers
Besides, Don says, "'Aren't all attorneys ac- of the law and our Constitution, become
tors?" Do1i'is interested in trial work arid aware and involved in these critical, ·
thinks that his acting experience will help and clearly illegal policies of our
D
him "read behind what another person is govequnent.
really saying."
Rick Bishop is a second-year evening
What is the connection? Is the law good student at WMCL, an educator and .
training for actors (Marino) or acting good writer, and fomier volunteer, U.S. Peace
for lawyers (LeBaron)? Professor Marino Corps, 1973-74, Venezuela, S.A.

Law and War

Cynthia approaches pre~tion of
much as she prepares an outline for adass.
She tries to connect her stories together and
sometimes does some research into current
events. Once she's on stage, it's very important to study the ~udience quickly and
then make assumptions as to what they will
~
understand and find funny.
~ - - - -- -- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - ~
Cynthia wants to concentrate on litiga-

tion as an attorney and wm probably keep
performing part-time as well, unless she
(or her audiences) decide she should do
comedy full-time withpro bona law on the
side. Although she sees her comedy as
helping to destroy the myth that the law
is a staid, ultra-serious profession, she says
she rarely uses law or lawyers as the sub"Ron Hachey is a symbol of the ject of her act. On the other hand, she feels
strengths of William Mitchell College of that the sense of presence and confidence
Law. As a student he used the flexible she has learned from performing will be
program to its best advantage when he transferable to the practice of law. And if
worked his way through school. As an she decides to open her own office, she
alumnus he never forgot the advantage could use the comedy act to finance a prithat William Mitchell gave him and he vate practice.
has repaid the College a hundred-fold
Don LeBaron is a second year student 1
both in coin and in kind as · a teacher, who has been acting since he was 14 years
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Marriage and
.___the Law Student

Rather it was truly extraordinary that we
spent the time together, alone and away
from the stress of law school. A re<;1l rarity for any couple enduring the "Paper
Chase". In fact, I didn't even study for
those two entire days (although I did bring
along my Constitutional Law In-A-Nutshell
booklet just in case I needed a quick study
fix.)

things like: "I'll demur to that" or "think
There is, of course, a virtual plethora of that's prima facie evidence of . . . " or
couples similarly situated (love that phrase) "0.K., Cindy, let's just assume, arguenas we who also suffer through this vexing ·-do, that ... " Cindy, who is a linguist by
lifestyle. Certainly my elder brother and training and trade, insists that fve given
his wife persevered when he was a callow up on English. To her, I'm spouting a
law student at this very same hallowed in- language as foreign as Urdu. Some day I
stitution almost an age ago.
fully expect 'to see her dissertation entitlCouples develop their own habits and ed: The Etymology of a Law Student:
manners of dealing with this wondei;ful -Survey of What Should Be A Dead
phenomenon. They all have their own stor- Language .
ies to tell. To some, it's irritating, to others
When we argue or anytime I try to make
very stressful. Although it can be those a statement, I find that my legal conditionthings to Cindy and myself, I think our ing forces me to cite to authorities autoreaction has been more one of mild be- matically . For example: "36 Time 51" or
musement . That's just as well. If we "12 Reader's Digest, The Commie Pinkos
couldn't grin a little at all this, one «;>f us are Taking Over Tanning Salons (May,
might be in Stillwater.
1986)". I stopped that, however, when I

If we can't talk at dinner, we exchange
those marvels of modem marital communication: 3M's Post-It notes. Cindy uses them
frequently and puts them on the bathroom
mirror as she's sure that's one place I'll
look. fve received such curt communiques
as "Don't forget to go to the bank for me"
or "The Renault sounds funny" (Sounds
funny? Funny? That note drove me round
the twist trying to decipher "funny") or "I
think I'm pregnant." My favorite was: "I
forgot to tell you. I'm going to Portland to
see my folks. This weekend. There's
frozen lasagna in the fridge for you. Bye!"
It's been especially hard on Cindy. Not
only can't she watch TV at night while fm
at class (because I have the VCR recording
some programs) but she's had to endure a
whole new language - legalese. I have
found that various legal terms have crept
into my vocabulary, despite my wife's intense looks of consternation.
I find myself unconsciously saying

Me: "You see, with the change, the job
they offered you and you accepted no longer exists. That bargain is passe. You can
negotiate a new contract. The consideration is ... "
Then I proceeded to dissect her problem
with an obviously brilliant legal analysis,
possibly of Law Review caliber, and advised her what to do. Having finished, I
looked at her with a self-satisfied smile,
knowing she would be more than thrilled
too receive this benediction of my legal
wisdom, th~ mere mortal that she is. Instead,"! got a glare that would freeze beer.
"Thanks," she snapped in a manner vaguely
reminiscent of someone shooing flies away
from her face, "I'll handle it myself."

By Don LeBaron
Two weeks ago my wife , Cindy, and I
spent an extraordinary weekend together
near Lake Itasca enjoying the sun and the
autumnal foliage. What was so extraordinary about it was not that there was some
actual sun in.this otherwise unpalatable climate, nor was it the fact that we went "up
north" for the first time.

Cindy is basically a law sch_ool widow,·
fve got classes at night and a flexible work
schedule during the day (depending on
whether I'm scheduled to film a shoot or
not). My wife works regular hours. We
manage a rendezvous · at a semblance of
dinner oetween 4:50 and 5:20 p.m. We exchange our respective NEWS OF THE
DAY; usually with mouths full of food,
while I scramble to assemble my casebooks
and other assorted legal flotsam. Then, like
Dagwood Bumstead, I bolt for class, leaving Cindy alone - or so she assures.roe.

delight.

embarrassed myself by citing to Hustler
magazine in a discussion we were having
with fqends.
I used to give mini-lectures to Cindy too,
especially during the first year when all this
legal stuff was new. I was excited about
the subject and was tickled by how decisions were arrived at and was impressed
with the use oflegal logic (a contradiction.
in terms,je pense, like Army Intelligence.
I'd describe a case to Cindy, give her the
facts and background and, ~y, breathlessly, "How do you think it turned out?" At
first, she was· wrong most of the time, but
later on she'd be right on point. Puzzled,
I asked how she made her decisions. "Simple," she'd say, not bothering to look up
from her magazine, "I just figured out what
would be the morally correct outcome and
said the opposite." I don't play that game
anymore. It's too deflating.

To compound our current complexit~es,
my wife is also in school. Much of our
available time together is sp_ent studying.
Not too conducive to any modicum of
romance, needless to say. Imagine our typical Saturday evening: piles of textbooks,
papers, and bric-a-brac ·cozily snuggling us
together at the kitchen table. Lights are low
(study lamps have a concentrated beam) ,
soft music (usually symphony of highlighter pens rupning across textbook pages)
and the soft whistle of the tea kettle.
Ah, yes, romance. A lost art to law students (well, at least to married ones). Not
only is there precious little time to practice __the craft, but when my young man's
fancy does tum to-"thoughts of spring," it
gets drenched by tempests of criminal law
memories _and C. Paul Jones' haunting
voice discussing sexual conduct and the
law: "Think like that and you're DEAD,
DEAD, DEAD! Why? Because the LEGISLATURE SAID SO!"
Still, strc1nge things happen. When Cindy was pregnant last spring, a frjend of
mine mused wistfully as to how we had
. . . well . . . managed that seemingly im- possible feat. I didn't know for sure, but
I checked my forehead and saw no horns ,
there. "Maybe," I said, rubbing my forehead to make sure there were no small
bumps, "we just skipped dinner one night
before class and headed straight for dessert."
We managed to find the_ time for each
other, even though it's almost on an appointment basis. One way we've found to
spend time together has been restructuring
our house. I can't count the number of

hours passed measuring things, stepping
over newly stained kitchen cabinets or
peeled wallpaper, and forever looking for
"lost" tools. We've discussed some pretty
important and intimate matters in the tile
and wallpaper section of Plywood Minnesota. You betcha!
I was even able to treat Cindy to dinner
while we were up in Bemidji (a real rarity
considering a law student's income). Nothing fancy, mind you, but pleasant. How
could I miss at a place called Ec,l's Dam
Fine Diner on County Trunk 43? The food
was good, too, although I expected it to
be since the sign outside said "Good Food".
(There was also one of those uniquely Minnesota signs announcing "On & Off Sale
Liquors,")
It was nothing like the dining-out experiences we had in the good -old days in New York City when we were both steadily employed and could afford an occasional jaunt
to such bistros as Le Cygne and The Rainbow Room in the RCA building. Ah, well,
that was another ·1i'fe. Now we were eating
something called "Pizzaburger" which we
both suspected had been shipped up especially for us from Saga Foods.
Nonetheless, I wouldn't have missed the
sweetness of the evening for the world, for
the fortune of the weekend with this wdman who must have a death wish for staying with me through all this. The time
spent in class and with the law has given
me, if nothing else, a real appreciation for
the times we do manage to have together, ,
and a greater appreciation of Cindy. fd like
to think that we will emerge from this crucible of law school stronger and more resilient in difficulties. Well, if not that, then
at least I figure that if my wife hasn't punched me out so far, she probably won't.

a

D

MOTOR-HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT
2335 Third Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404
For Reservations and Information
Call (612) 871-2000
Free Shuttle to and from
Mpls.-St. Paul International Airport

Discussing a problem Cindy may have
can send me off on an excursion to Lawland, a trip that, many times, she is not
predisposed to take. An example:
Cindy: "My job is changing. It started
out as one thing, now the whole description is different. I'm not paid what I'm
worth ... "

Me (interrupting with glee): "Oh,
goodie! Sourids like a contracts problem!"
My mind could barely contain itself as
it wheeled into fond memories of Dawson,
Llewellyn, and Professor Davies. I rubbed my hands together and chortled with
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